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Multimedia Proiects

by Chris Dodd
While students are quite capable of
" playing in the multimedia sandbox"
independently or in a small group, it goes
without saying that they will require
supervision and support. Support personnel
and educational volunteer assistance is
limited. The classroom teacher's time is being
pulled in all directions. Time spent in
scheduling students and equipment, assisting
students in organizing their projects and
problem solving must replace time previously
spent elsewhere.

The idea is to put electronics on wheels
-carts supplied with computers, monitors,
printers, video cameras, video-cassette recorders,
synthesizers, speakers and cables, cords and
adapters. Students are then turned loose with
the equipment to translate their ideas into
video recordings, desktop newspapers, audio
productions or a combination of all three.
Developing a project allows children to build
their own imagination network, develop
critical thinking skills, strengthen and stimulate
language skills and in the process, develop
positive self-images.

In addition to intellectual matters, problem
solving involves mechanical and procedural
issues for both teachers and students. "Where
can I get help when the equipment fails?"
" Now where does that cable go?" " What do
I do now?" Support groups must be established
within the classroom, school, district and even
across the nation. Without them, the black
holes Vvill frustrate even the most experienced
and tenacious educators.

Fred D'lgnazio 's philosophy of creating
multimedia sandboxes for student learning is
an exciting concept. Four teachers from
Whittier Elementary School in Royal Oak met
with Fred for a three-day workshop in the
spring of 1988. The past year has brought
both joy and frustration in implementing the
project.

The frustrations are predictable:

SO WHAT ARE THE JOYS?????

A shoe-string budget places limitations
on equipment and its availability. Sharing of
equipment can become a scheduling headache.
For example, it takes two VCRs to edit video
productions. Whittier has two VCRs but one
or both are generally scheduled for classroom
use.

The camcorder is in constant use - in
classrooms, on field trips and in offices. It is
used to record student projects, plays,
productions, ceremonies and school events. It
is used for evaluation purposes. It is used as a
means to share our programs with parents,
other schools and the general public.

Ideally, a multimedia lab would facilitate
student exploration of computer, video and
audio equipment without distracting other
students in the classroom setting. Whittier is
pressed for room to house even its student
population. Classrooms are small and several
are in "open" wings.

The computers are in constant use by
students publishing, creating and designing
banners, invitations, newsletters, recipe books,
creative art magazines and posters. Word
processing and desktop publishing account
for 95% of Whittier's computer use.
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Samples of current multimedia projects
include:

In physical education, Mr. Russel is a
regular user of the video equipment to show
team cooperation and skill analysis as well as
to foster student pride in personal accomplishments .

Roz Klein 's first and second graders
developed a whole language, experiencebased multimedia production. With help
from Mr. Dodd, Reading Support Teacher,
their project included an animated introduction using Fantavision, a computer
software program by Broderbund. Background music was dubbed in from an
electronic sampling keyboard. The students,
in six cooperative learning groups, each
selected a piece of children 's literature. They
created a script and made puppets and
backgrounds for their selected piece of
literature. Their puppet shows were housed in
a giant "Klein-a-Vision " made by the students
from a refrigerator box as part of their
school-wide thematic unit on communication.
The series of puppet shows was taperecorded and video-taped. Credits were
given at the end of the production with
digitized images of each cooperative learning
group. " The More We Get Together, " sung
and recorded by the class, was dubbed along
with the credits.

Ms. Blosser, Chapter l teacher, uses a
combination of word processing, desk-top
publishing and photography to enhance her
language-experience program.

The first year has been one of cautious
growth.
Little by little, our staff of twenty-two are
testing the waters with multimedia technology.
Right now, the larger edited projects are
produced by a few teachers rather than by
students. This is due , primarily, to the limited
availability of time, space, support personnel
and equipment. It is also due, in part, to
teachers needing time to become comfortable
(not proficient) with the equipment and
process themselves. They need to be reassured
that a support system exists for them as they
encounter problems and work out solutions.
As our needs increase, our budget
requests reflect our priorities. We have
recently acquired a keyboard sampler,
headphones, microphone, additional software,
adaptors and cables, and a two-hour
rechargeable battery. Next year our district
and PT A plan to purchase four additional
computers. Our budget for video tapes, data
disks, computer paper and ribbons has
tripled. We hope to add another television,
VCR and camcorder in the future. We have
plans to network with the junior high as a
bridging opportunity for sixth graders.

Miss Graber 's sixth grade class is creating
a video-tape to send to their pen-pal class
across the country. Included in the production
is a tour of Whittier school, interviews with
staff and students, samples of current projects
and a personal message from each of the
sixth grade students to his or her individual
pen pal.
Miss Yost has students video-taping their
musical rehearsals to show them how they
look and sound to others. The immediate
feedback on the TV screen stimulates
insightful evaluative discussions.

Whittier students ARE INVOLVED in
hands-on experimentation with the camcorder,
microphone, keyboard, tape recorders, computers
and video equipment. Multimedia technology
has become a powerful means of appealing
to children ' s sensory, emotional and
imaginative selves. As we bring our schoolwide thematic unit on communication to
closure, there is a sense of new enthusiasm
and creativity along with a burst of fresh
energy and imagination. Multimedia technology has enabled us to broaden our
audience, our communication skills and our
vision for the future.

Mrs. Johnston and Mrs. Brode, kindergarten
teachers, are video-taping selections of their
program for parents of pre-kindergarteners
at upcoming Round-up . Included in the taping
are interviews from current kindergarten
students giving tips for fall incoming
youngsters.
'
Mrs. Juneau , art teacher, is using student
art work, combined with student voice and
background music , to present a video of our
fifty states.
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Teachers are discovering the potential of
this teaching tool. Many teachers are even
beginning to create their own units utilizing
these materials. Different authoring languages
are available to create these lessons .
Teachers who are willing to devote time and
energy can create interactive programs of
their own.
As the technology industry continues to
grow and change, we will see many trends
develop. Some of these trends will stay alive
and grow and some will pass on while new
future trends take their places. We need to
continue to look at technological develop ments and make decisions as to which ones
will be the best for our situation .
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